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CHAPTERR 6: 
Thee Institutions of Display 

Overview w 
Thee diffusion of scientific ideas in Britain stimulated quite specific modes of public 
interaction.. Access to science was encouraged, for a variety of reasons, by engaging 
audiencess with demonstrations of experiments. The demonstrators quickly developed 
practicall  ways to show off the latest advances in the state of knowledge, using the latest 
technologyy - much as the lecturer in Wright's painting does. Engaging dramatic spectacles 
weree linked to lectures and the production of small reliable devices which often, in 
themselves,, constituted an intervention in the state of science. The appeal of this kind of 
demonstrationn was widespread throughout all classes of society and the appetites they 
developedd were manifest in permanent and temporary exhibitions, as well as in the 
formationn of amateur societies covering all branches of scientific enquiry. In America a 
ratherr technologically different use of displays mixed hedonistic pleasures with the thrill of 
thee spectacle of the new. The idea of the world's fairs, which began in Europe, was imported 
too America and magnified to a grand scale. The mix of diverting amusement and serious 
science,, however, common to both European and American displays involving technology, 
hadd quite different functions. Whereas in Britain it provided a means of integrating new 
knowledgee with the general course of daily life in a balanced mix, in America there was a 
greaterr sense that "low entertainment" in world's fairs was more subversive. In the 
amusementt parks, this critical use of technology reached an institutional scale as the forces 
off  industry were subverted for frivolous pleasures. In both cases, however, the commercial 
exploitationss of these public interactions guaranteed a sensitivity to the particular 
relationshipss and meanings that were invested in technology. For a venture to be successful, 
thee various meanings given to technologies had to be stabilised in such a way that both 
audiencee and exhibitor shared an understanding of what was happening. As in the case of 
Thomass Edison and the Kinetoscope, only after the forceful intervention by Raff and 
Gammonn was he persuaded to change his model of what moving-picture technology should 
mean. . 

Britain:: The Royal Institute 
Thee enthusiastic support for lectures on scientific topics was socially widespread in Britain, 
partlyy as a reflection of public appetites, but also as a consequence of political decisions. A 
numberr of "top-down" motives for the stimulation of public interest in scientific matters can 
accountt for some of the popularity of these programmes. On the one hand, industrialists 
recognisedd the competitive advantage that a technologically-competent workforce could 
providee in the competition for world markets, while on the other, anxieties that the 
revolutionaryy spirit in France might cross the Channel suggested the diversionary attractions 
off  science as a palliative. As Richard Altick notes, the distractions from political and civil 
unrestt that natural philosophy could offer was suggested in the Spectator as early as 1711."3 

Consequently,, when the Royal Institution's public lectures began in 1799 they were 
originallyy intended to satisfy both a working class and elitist passion for science but they 
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quicklyy became an upper-middle class vogue, and quite exclusive. Altick notes that the 
Royall  Society children's lectures, for example, were largely given to an enthusiastic 
audiencee comprising upper class adults, including the Prince of Wales. Although this rather 
underminedd the primary social engineering aspect of the programme, nonetheless, one effect 
off  these presentations was to bring information to those people who affected political 
decision-making.. One of the displays involved a solar microscope that, on sunny days, could 
projectt fairly rudimentary images of microscopic organisms. The imperatives of public 
performancess to large audiences, however, were met by an oxyhydrogen system that 
providedd strong, reliable illumination, able to throw huge images of micro-organisms on a 
screen.. Although this was no more than a showman's device, the impact of display and the 
spectaclee of the infestation of drinking water on the screen may have had some bearing on 
thee agitation for public sanitation after the two disastrous cholera epidemics of 1832 and 
1849. . 

Theree was another unforeseen political dimension to scientific display. The main attraction 
off  the Royal Institute lectures was the involvement of theoretical scientists, such as Michael 
Faradayy whose presentations were memorable for their experimental displays. Alison Winter 
suggestss that he "strategically developed experimental routines which would be theatrically 
convincing,, and he kept his experiments private in the preparatory space of his basement 
laboratoryy until they were reliable".194 However, unlike the scientists who were attached to 
thee Royal Institution, practical scientists did not have access to elaborate experimental 
apparatus.. Moreover, the demands of regular public performance, and the itinerant life of 
thesee lecturers, determined the kind of apparatus that they could reasonably use for 
demonstrations.. This required a high degree of ingenuity on occasions when it was 
necessaryy to perform experiments within the context of public display. The specific 
constraintss and economics of displays — simplicity, reliability and portability — prompted 
researchh into miniaturisation and simplification that frequently led to quite new and 
significantt scientific discoveries. The lecturers themselves were intensely practical in their 
problem-solving.. Moreover, like the 19th-century practical electrician, many of their 
discoveriess were in advance of contemporary theory. The theatre of display was so central 
too the advancement of knowledge that during the 19th century that, as I R Moras observes, 
""  ...the technology of display associated with instruments like the electromagnetic machine 
couldd not be separated from the discourse of experimental discovery".'"5 The itinerant 
lecturerr became an established and respected professional person who contributed much to 
scientificc knowledge. William Sturgeon, for example, was a professional soldier who, on 
resigningg his commission, became a boot-maker. He also lectured on natural science from 
timee to time. Of especial interest to him was the Oersted effect that posited a relationship 
betweenn electricity and magnetism. Demonstrating this required the sophisticated resources 
off  the Royal Society to which Sturgeon did not have access. In order to show the effect 
publicly,, the imperatives of portability, reliability, spectacle and, above all, economy 
imposedd on him by his activities, led him, in 1825, to invent the electromagnet. This 
practicall  invention was of profound theoretical significance since it proposed the basis of a 
unityy between what were hitherto the separate sciences of magnetism and electricity. 

Lecturerss such as Sturgeon were frequently also professional instrument makers. They often 
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demonstratedd various pieces of apparatus for the amateur enthusiast whose experimental 
observationss were also respected and added to the empirical evidence that had to be 
accountedd for in any explanation or theory. Satisfying these imperatives led to major 
discoveries,, and challenged the protocols of the Institution which, in the second half of the 
century,, did not entirely meet with the approval of the emerging professoriate at the Royal 
Institute,, including Faraday. Finally, it was over the differing interpretation of the electric 
batterybattery that precipitated the opening of an unbridgeable gulf between these coextensive arms 
off  scientific enquiry — display and experiment. It was a symptomatic disagreement; where 
onee could afford bulk, acid-filled vessels, the other needed safe, reliable and portable 
sourcess of electricity and, consequently, each party understood electricity differently. As 
scientificc display became the site of public interaction in Britain, it was the practical scientist 
whoo met the expanding appetite among all classes for all things to do with science and 
technologyy while the theoreticians remained aloof. 

Permanentt exhibitions 
Neww institutions developed around this popular mode of engagement. In London and other 
metropolitann centres in Britain, lecture programmes became incorporated in permanent 
exhibitionss of technological marvels. They popularised technological achievement and 
alsoo appealed to the widespread desire for self-improvement among working people. A 
large-scalelarge-scale metropolitan response to this desire was initiated in 1828 by the Mechanic's 
Institutee — the convivial arm of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge — 
which,, after a number of temporary premises, built the Adelaide Gallery on the Strand in 
London.. The gallery was devoted to the promotion of the arts, sciences and manufacture, 
andd incorporated in a general redevelopment of an informal slum market into an arcade with 
noveltyy stalls and shops. This placed the gallery in the context of a popular working class 
meetingg place in which pleasure and knowledge were mixed. Inside the gallery, in two long 
rooms,, there were exhibits of technological and scientific interest, including working 
modelss in water tanks, manufacturing machines, scientific instruments, projection 
microscopes,, and its most famous attraction, the steam gun that could fire 70 balls in four 
seconds.. Electrical exhibits which allowed its effects to be visualised also figured 
prominentlyy and, as Altick remarks, the gallery was "...the first direct English progenitor of 
thee modern science and technology museum. It provided a natural site for the display of 
Daguerre'ss photographic process, and incorporated an open-air studio where he took 
portraits,, the success of which obliged M de St Croix (the licensee of Daguerreotypes in 
Britain)) to open another studio. (St Croix opened a further studio at the Coliseum three years 
laterr in 1847, and by mid-century commanded a 'Temple of Photography' at 107 Regent 
Street)".197 7 

Thee Adelaide Gallery fell into financial crisis in 1841 largely because its success stimulated 
vigorouss competition in the form of the Regent Street Polytechnic. Although, according to 
Altick,, it had attracted half a million visitors in less than a decade, its dire financial condition 
precipitatedd a change in its programmes which became more populist in the following years. 
Inn 1845 it was sold for a small sum, 495 guineas, and became no more than an extension of 
thee music hall and tent show. The daily programme of scientific lectures degenerated into an 
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opportunityy to evade the licensing laws and, by 1852, it became a theatre for variety acts. As 
itt fell into decline, so the Polytechnic Institution flourished. Its chief patron, Sir George 
Cayley,, was professionally involved with experimental engineering and theoretical science, 
andd believed strongly in social reform through technical education. In 1838 he enlisted 
supportt from politicians, as well as other practical scientists, and gave the Institution a 
didacticc basis, incorporating lecture programmes and formal education for engineers, 
includingg teacher training, alongside its other purpose as an exhibiting gallery. Every aspect 
off  the Institution was more spectacular than the Adelaide Gallery, including its projecting 
microscopee that had a screen of 425 square feet.198 Its rival spectacle to the steam gun was a 
demonstrationn of submarine engineering that was a particularly topical fascination in 
Londonn at the time that Marc Brunei was driving the first tunnel under the Thames. It, too, 
hadd photographic studios until 1852 and, as Altick notes, a special attraction were the 
"dissolvingg views". These provided the spectacles associated with the magic lantern but on 
aa scale similar to the panoramas (which also attracted huge audiences). Whereas, however, 
panoramass were massive, time-consuming paintings mat surrounded the spectators, 
dissolvingg views were relatively quick to make. As a consequence, "... at the Polytechnic it 
wass possible to advertise topical features within a few days after an event broke in the 
newspapers",1999 while a significant number of these displays were devoted to scientific 
explanationss of topical events like the Irish Famine, the cholera outbreak in London and gas 
explosions. . 

Likee the Adelaide Gallery, however, the Polytechnic progressively became a space for "low" 
formss of theatrical entertainment rather than one in which the spectacle of technology 
providedd the chief attraction. It too fell into financial decline and ruin, struggling on through 
thee late 1850s and early 1860s, beset by problems which were as much a result of bad luck 
ass of the competition from the Great Exhibition which overshadowed everything. Richard 
Altick' ss final analysis of its decline, and that of the Adelaide Gallery, suggests that the 
conceptt behind these institutions was based on a misjudgement of the audience: 

Thee utilitarian- minded portion of the intellectual establishment deplored the, by 
noww well-proved, popular appetite for the light, sweet tarts of amusement rather 
thann the nutritious loaf of instruction. But to others, the science-for-the-millions 
fadd which had produced the Adelaide Gallery and the Polytechnic was itself to be 
deprecated,, because it was based on a faulty reading of human nature — an 
exaggeratedd estimate of the public's appetite for dull facts.200 

AA number of other contributory factors to this decline stand out. Both institutions were 
foundedd on the principals of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge but, in the 
periodd of their decline, they were managed by entertainment entrepreneurs. As 
entertainment,, they could not compete with the cheap competition from alcohol and erotic 
spectacless which required low capital investment and so, perhaps unwisely, they responded 
too the challenge by incorporating these features into the technology exhibitions themselves. 
Secondly,, the competition from the Great Exhibition testifies to the dependence of these 
galleriess on local appetites, for while the Crystal Palace attracted a world-wide audience, in 
doingg so it sated its London constituency. The success of the Great Exhibition was followed 
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inn 1862 by the London Exhibition which, although overshadowed by Prince Albert's death, 
laidd the foundations for the Science Museum at South Kensington that further impinged on 
thee Polytechnic's constituency. Finally, with some exceptions, the programmes of the 
Adelaidee Hall and the Polytechnic provided spectacles and explanations in the form of 
exhibits,, lectures and dissolving views. At this time, and especially in the provinces, science 
andd technology in Britain was in the last stages of being regarded as a discourse in which 
thee ordinary artisan was expected to participate actively. As these forms of exhibition 
becamee more integrated with an urban low theatre of varieties, they situated the exhibits 
withinn a framework of passive consumption rather than active participation in the enterprise 
off  science and technology. 

Thee popularity of engaging in science meant that by the 1840s, London, for example, could 
supportt two huge galleries with extensive exhibition and lecture programmes. These 
galleriess increasingly catered for this appetite and, by the mid-1860s, the meaning of this 
shiftt had become clear as the attraction of science was institutionally exploited to create a 
crowdd to whom other products could be sold, and they fell into disrepute and closed — 
althoughh the Regent Street Polytechnic later re-opened. It would be wrong to read into this 
declinee a falling interest in science and technology - quite the reverse. Locally, there were 
somee economic factors, not least changing population patterns and the great exhibitions in 
Pariss and at the Crystal Palace that redirected interest and satisfied the public enthusiasm for 
fixedd displays. Globally, however, the popularity of public participation in science through 
displayy grew and fuelled massive expositions that continued well into the 20th century with 
world'ss fairs at Chicago, Buffalo and St Louis. These collectively attracted 50 million people 
betweenn 1895 and 1905. They recovered for their audiences much of what was lost as the 
permanentt exhibitions declined into venues for cheap pleasure. In particular, they too 
becamee sites of serious engagement tempered with entertainment, and attempts to make 
thesee into either exclusively serious, or merely entertaining exhibitions, were thwarted by 
pressuree from the audience. Not only did they provide an international venue for the displays 
butt also, if only by reputation, like the changing exhibitions that closed the fixed venues, 
theyy provided a richer heuristic which people could use to represent mental models. 

Scientificc societies 
Inn Britain, the spectacles, lectures and displays in exhibition halls provided an opportunity 
forr ordinary people to experience and interpret science and technology. These displays built 
uponn the established appetites and social organisations which had grown up with the 
wideningg social engagement with the project of science. Outside London, away from 
purpose-builtt exhibitions and world's fairs, scientific societies were formed locally to 
disseminatee new material to a wide audience and provide a focus for discussion. They had 
aa long tradition, and Bernard Houghton describes the Linnean Society , founded in 1788, to 
concentratee on natural history in Britain and Ireland, as an example of one of the more 
specialisedd formations.201 Other societies, he suggests, had a broader base; their activities 
andd their publications included papers on all branches of science, engineering and 
philosophy.. Alison Winter has suggested that the pursuit of science in the provinces as a 
participatoryy venture for ordinary people may have been an overtly political act.202 By 
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tracingg the careers of several itinerant lecturers on Mesmerism, she concludes that a number 
off  features of Victorian society can be discerned. Not least in the case of science, an 
incompatibilityy between its universal laws and its generalising claims as a system of 
explanation,, and the centralisation of the discourse in the metropolis. The politically-
motivatedd promotion of popular interest in science, which Altick suggests lay behind the 
Societyy for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge, may have been intended to provided a 
conduitt for excess intellectual energy, but it also presented an ideological challenge to the 
professionall  discourse of science. The very mobility of the itinerant lecturer through the 
countryy and through the class system was in itself regarded as a reinforcement and guarantee 
off  the "Republic of Science". In keeping with this sentiment of popular franchise, virtually 
everyy small community throughout Britain cultivated thriving scientific societies covering 
suchh topics as astronomy, botany, geology, mathematics and general mechanical sciences. 

Annee Secord's case study of Lancashire botanical societies shows the typical organisation, 
aspirationss and methodologies of the societies.203 These societies usually met monthly and 
chargedd subscriptions, sometimes as much as one shilling a meeting, to pay for the meeting 
roomm and any expenses, and as a library fund. If the meeting was in a public house usually 
thee room was free, on the assumption that the meeting would generate trade for the publican. 
Memberss would discuss topics at these meetings in the manner of an information exchange, 
andd specifically at botanical meetings, the president was expected to be able to name aloud 
everyy specimen which was brought to him using the Linnaen system — sometimes this 
couldd amount to several hundred. In addition, if there was a library fund, paid-up members 
couldd borrow books. Primarily, the botanical meetings were designed to pass on existing 
knowledgee between generations to preserve a practical continuity of knowledge. The same 
wass the case for other scientific groups that had different topics of interest. The suppression 
off  rebellion through an ideology of inheritance and a trickle down of the recreational habits 
off  the middle class, however, also provided an empowering and generative discourse. For 
thee economically and politically disenfranchised, the processes of gathering specimens, 
growingg for prizes, and botanical walks also gave them a stake in the production of new 
knowledge.. They were not, Secord suggests, merely imitative of the emerging middle class's 
preferencee for rational, reflective and worthy recreations — itself a critique of upper class 
dissipationn — but provided an opportunity for working-class solidarity. 

Thee botanical societies were typical of many different types of popular engagements by 
locall  artisans with matters scientific. The political dimension of these societies became 
manifestt in ways that ultimately impinged on the nature of scientific discourse. The 
knowledgee that they produced advocated the universality of science built on observation and 
carefull  collection of data which would then have to be accounted for by scientific 
explanation.. There was no need for a hierarchy of professionals; in its place was a collective 
drivee towards progress. The assertion of this science, based on empirical evidence, was that 
thee farm-worker, machine-minder or professional scientist were all equally capable of 
contributingg to the scientific discourse. Susan Sheets-Pyenson cites the perfect exposition of 
thiss sentiment from the 1850 journal The Working Man's Friend and Family Instructor: 
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Everyy person must have right or wrong thoughts, and there is no reason why a 
hedgerr and ditcher, or a scavenger, should not have correct opinions and 
knowledgee as a prince or nobleman. Working men and working women have 
naturallyy the same minds or souls as lords or ladies, or queens ... if any one could 
havee analysed or cut to pieces the soul of Lord Bacon, or Sir Isaac Newton, and 
thatt of a chimney-sweeper, it would have been found that both were made of the 
samee divine material.204 

AsideAside from the political dimensions, Anne Secord's study of artisan botanists provides 
evidencee of the commitment that working people showed to local societies and the 
enterprisee of science. While the interest in science and technology was clearly widespread, 
ass is evident from the metropolitan engagements with the theatrical spectacle provided by 
galleriess and world's fairs, it also shows that some of this commitment derived from the 
sociall  struggle for epistemological control in the hierarchies of the British class system. 
Societiess were places to both acquire knowledge and interpret it. The pursuit of science as 
aa universalising discourse provided an apparently apolitical framework for class solidarity 
inn a way that could not be easily faulted by the middle class, while at the same time making 
aa space for real intervention. Popular participation in practical science, in scientific societies 
bothh in England and France, also stimulated publication by sponsoring journals that engaged 
ann active lay readership. 

America:: The Columbian Exposition as a case study 
Thee republican commitment to the ideology of national growth through individual 
advancementt in the United States that presented science and technology as equivalents, also 
determinedd the form of world's fairs. American world's fairs were influenced by 
internationall  expositions in other countries and were designed to attract international 
participation.. An exhibition to celebrate the centenary of American Independence (1876) 
thatt was held at Fairmont Park, Philadelphia, was inspired by the success of world's fairs, 
andd particularly the Great Exhibition of 1851 — a sober and serious affair at the Crystal 
Palacee in England, designed to show progress and promote trade. Philadelphia was intended 
ass a testament to American progress and needed to exceed all that had gone before. It 
showcasedd technology from 50 countries and 26 American states, and attracted ten million 
people.. Similarly, the ambitions of the Paris Expositions of 1878 and 1889, were matched 
byy the Columbian Exposition at Chicago in 1893, organised to coincide with the 400th 
anniversaryy of the landing of Columbus. It attracted 14 million visitors and was followed by 
fairss at Atlanta (1895), Nashville (1897), Omaha (1898), Buffalo (1901) and St Louis 
(1904). . 

Thee very speed of change that these fairs manifest was highlighted by the emphasis on new 
technologies.. Henry Blumenthal has suggested that European economists and intellectuals 
viewedd the American enthusiasm for technological ingenuity with some apprehension.205 

Thee collectivity of European politics was at variance with the American culture of individual 
prosperityy as the key to communal well-being. The speed with which this society produced 
neww gadgets and machines for industry and agriculture posed a challenge to European 
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politicall  and economic hegemony. American pragmatism was such that "... applied science 
fascinatedd them infinitely more than the basic science in which Europeans distinguished 
themselves.. This disposition to think in practical rather than theoretical terms led Americans 
too defy general formulae and often engage in astonishing intellectual gymnastics in their 
searchh for workable solutions".206 World's fairs were not so much intended to make science 
accessiblee through technological display, but to be the index of international achievements 
inn science, the arts and industry at any one time. 

Inn the year before the first Lumière screening, the Columbian Exposition was held in 
Chicago.. It typified American pragmatism and was the first world's fair to combine the 
specificallyy American integration of science, technology and entertainment in a commercial 
andd educational exhibition. It was distinctly different from the earlier European models, 
particularlyy in the way that "low entertainments" were admitted onto the main site. This 
decisionn was influenced by the Paris Exposition of 1889 which had attracted 32 million 
peoplee and also comprised a melange of popular entertainments of the fairground and the 
sidee show with displays of technological inventions, including those of Thomas Edison and 
Alexanderr Graham Bell. Although the Centennial Exposition, just over a decade earlier, had 
refusedd to admit such levity, the organisers were unable to prevent an informal and 
somewhatt ramshackle annex of"... a small army of hustlers, showmen, saloon keepers, and 
performerss [who] provided fairgoers with the taste of peanuts, beer, and side-show 
'attractions'' such as learned pigs, a five-legged cow, 'the Man-eating Feejees', and a 602-
poundd fat lady".207 The Columbian Exposition recognised the appetites of its audience and 
integratedd these spectacles into the fair. 

Withh characteristic pragmatism, the organisers of the Chicago world's fair included well-
plannedd provision for amusements. Its principal designers were almost all trained at L'Ecole 
dess Beaux Arts in Paris. Nonetheless, they took an un-Parisian approach and focused the 
mainn cultural exhibition on a series of 150 buildings, popularly called the White City, and 
segregatedd the amusements in a separate "district" within the complex that became known 
byy the specifically American term, "the Midway". It comprised a heterogeneous collection 
off  sources of pleasure, educational spectacles, variety acts and fairground attractions. David 
Nasaw,, synthesising a number of historical and authorities and cultural critics, describes it 
as: : 

.... a mile long amusement strip with restaurants, rides, ethnic villages, and stage 
showss starring singers, dancers, comics, and novelty performers who during the 
winterr made their living on vaudeville or musical comedy stages. Here were the 
"ethnological""  villages, the most popular of all, the "street in Cairo," with 
Fahredaa Mahzar, or " Littl e Egypt, the Darling of the Nile", the "bewitching 
ballerina""  of the "Dance du Venttre". Interspersed among the villages were 
restaurantss and food stalls, rides and a variety shows and exhibits, including 
Hagenbeck'ss animals, strongman Bernard MacFadden in white tights 
demonstratingg his new exercise machines, James J Corbett starring in Gentleman 
Jim,Jim, Houdini escaping from locked boxes, and "the stuffed horse Comanche, only 
survivorr of Custer's last stand".208 
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However,, the Midway also complimented exhibitions of telephones and electric light, a huge 
Ferriss wheel, demonstrations of new transport systems and electrical power generation. Tom 
Gunningg has suggested that the Chicago Midway functioned 

.... neither as contrast nor identity, but as a demystification, the Midway with its overt 
commercialismm and open courting of visual fascination tended to de-sublimate 
thee pretensions of the official Exposition and bare its devices. The White City 
[district]'ss capitalism and imperialism cloaked in universal idealism became a 
commerciall  carnivalesque Tower of Babel, where the powers of visual dazzle 
providedd their own justification.209 

Integratingg the Midway into the main exposition, the designers fully acknowledged the 
complexityy of the relationship ordinary American people had with technology; one that, 
regardlesss of official intentions, had inflected earlier fairs with ad-hoc structures. 

Visitorss to these fairs were not, however, simply attracted by the low amusements but 
regardedd them as continuous with the more serious exhibits. They were a predominately 
middlee class audience, since working people who were not within a reasonable distance of 
aa world's fair tended not to visit as the costs involved were prohibitive. These low 
amusementss were an essential part of the world's fair experience and could not survive 
withoutt the rest of the attractions. David Nasaw reports that in 1898 a group of local Omaha 
businessmen,, following the success of the Midway, attempted to maintain the amusements 
sectionn for a second season after the main fair had left, with financially disastrous results. 
Contemporaryy reports explain this failure as a reflection of how people used technological 
displays:: 'Too many fair-goers believed in the balanced meal approach to pleasure: they 
abjuredd the 'sweets' along the Midway until they had dutifully filled up with the main 
coursess offered in 'The Littl e City of the Beautiful'. With the edifying exhibits in the fair 
properr withdrawn, they stayed away entirely."210 Although at the Columbian Exposition, the 
Whitee City district was the site of edifying exhibits; science, technology and entertainment 
weree not as clearly demarcated as the plans suggest. Some of the attractions on the Midway 
weree machines that had also appeared in popular science journals such as Scientific 
American.American. For example, Edison's phonograph and projected images of Muybridge 
photographss using a zoopraxoscope were featured exhibits, and as Nasaw notes, Thomas 
Armatt claimed that his interest in moving picture technology was inspired by a visit to the 
Chicagoo Midway.211 The extraordinary success of the amusement district of the fair, 
integratedd with the more serious exhibits, was copied and amplified in future expositions. 

Technologyy was not without its critics, and the contemporary debates over its virtues were 
counteredd on the positive side by attempts to make nature and machines more continuous. 
Thee design of the Columbian Exposition argued a continuity between nature and new 
technology.. In a reflection published in 1913, Daniel Burnham, the initiating architect of the 
Columbiann Exposition, saw the White City district as an attempt to connect landscape with 
architecture,, and Chicago's early significance as an Indian focus with its modern incarnation 
ass the apogee of 19th century Americann capitalist endeavour.212 The architectural scheme for 
thee White City specifically attempted to integrate this lost "natural" history into its 
decorativee designs as well as the topographical features of the landscape. Its architectural 
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statement,, however, was not universally regarded. Some architects, in particular, felt that it 
wass a retrogressive step in the project of Modernism to define architecture as a specific 
modee of expression. Its stylistic references were even regarded by some as un-American, 
andd something that should serve as an object lesson in bad taste. Louis Sullivan went as far 
ass to condemn the White City as the major obstruction to Chicago becoming the 
internationall  centre of modern architecture, and gained support in this opinion from Lewis 
Mumford,, Anton Pevsner and Sigfried Giedion. Nonetheless, as Thomas Leeuwen remarks, 
"...ordinaryy people felt comfortably happy with it, and as was common in world exhibitions, 
itit  disappeared after it was consumed".213 It stood as a criticism of both vernacular and 
Modernistt American architecture and subsequently influenced two generations of urban 
plannerss and architects, as well as providing the debut for Frank Lloyd Wright, the 
independentt architect who perhaps most epitomises the integration of "nature" in Modernist 
buildingg design. The 150 buildings, which comprised the White City were considered as a 
unifiedd scheme with a common cornice lining the buildings placed around the edge of a 
lagoonn opening directly onto Lake Michigan. For all their timeless references to lost 
cultures,, the buildings were understood as temporary. Van Leeuwen provides an illustration 
off  the 1893 programme; it depicts the fair on the cover, with the title The Vanishing City. 
Thee buildings were understood as transient in a particularly technological way, since they 
actedd as containers for the educational and spectacular exhibits that would become 
redundant.. Their European Greco-Roman style which placed them in the register of high 
culturee and the decorative schemes that repeated the motif of the Indian, together with their 
locationn on the edge of the lake, reconciled an Edenic view of American nature with the 
relentlesss change of modern inventions. 

Thee exterior of the buildings and the park itself were also used as a showcase for American 
ingenuity.. David Nye has shown how the Columbian Exposition asserted the universalising 
claimss for American technology through light and electricity. It was built from scratch 
withinn three years, with electrically-powered construction methodologies. Realising the 
grandd scheme in such a short time was also dependent on the extended working days that 
electricc light was able to furnish, but it was the extent of the artificial light in the displays 
thatt distinguished the Columbian fair from the European fairs. Everywhere there was 
electricc illumination, except in the staging of exhibitions of "coloured" races and "primitive 
tribes".. In this way, he suggests, electricity "... became embedded in a social Darwin 
ideologyy of racial superiority".214 Moreover, where the first fairs had either closed during 
hourss of darkness, or used gas and oil to extend the opening time, from 1881 onwards, great 
usee was made of artificial lighting at Paris and London. Each fair exceeded the other in 
candlepower.. At Chicago in 1894, however, Westinghouse supplied 90,000 incandescent 
lights.. It boasted more electric light than any single American city, and more light on its 
generatingg station than had been used for the whole of the Paris Exposition five years earlier. 
Bothh the amusement section and the fair provided opportunities for dramatic light shows. In 
thee former, the Ferris wheel had lights 18 inches apart, while in the latter "....four powerful 
searchlightss mounted on the manufacturing building [could be] seen up to 85 miles away in 
Milwaukee".2155 In Lake Michigan, a battleship shone its searchlight onto the fair, and both 
thee White City and the Midway were flooded with dramatic and spectacular lighting effects. 
Electricityy was also apparent in both the exhibits and the amusements; the fairground 
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includedd a network of travelling walkways, electric trains, battery-driven boats, as well 
electrically-drivenn fountains and industrial exhibits. Whereas nature had shaped the visiting 
hourss of earlier fairs, at Chicago the technological conquest of nature made it the chief 
attractionn as it integrated itself into an idealised American landscape. However, in the side-
showss of the Midway it was electricity that also provided new kinds of subversive pleasures 
inn the form of rides, as well as overcoming nature's darkness and extending the duration of 
individuall  visits. 

Thee particularly of the American displays of technology is apparent in the design of the 
world'ss fair at Chicago that opened on the eve of cinema. It was not, as in Britain, the 
outcomee of a scheme to quell social unrest and impart scientific knowledge, but was display 
off  technology mixed with pleasure that was not without its sophisticated debate about what 
thee emerging technological world might involve. A stark contrast of cultural references 
existedd between the Midway and the architectural pretensions of the White City to form a 
powerfull  and skilfully-deployed argument in favour of technology. Despite the different 
allusionss and widely separated cultural references, they had much in common. Both districts 
off  attractions were the products of electric technology and in both the various apparatus that 
weree experienced by the fairgoers, mediated through electric light. However stylistically 
differentiated,, they constituted a univocal expression of the civilising, technological and 
recreationall  possibilities of a single experience that embraced, in an essentially 
undifferentiatedd way, science, technology and entertainment. The heuristic of the world's 
fairr was an international and universalised laboratory in which pleasure and new technology 
weree still largely undifferentiated in the way that they were consumed. 

Thee amusement parks „ 
Thee lesson of the American world's fairs was that technological attractions drew crowds. 
Manyy of the urban poor were unable to travel to visit these major exhibitions, but setting up 
ann alternative which mixed pleasure and technology at the outskirts of a city in an 
amusementt park paid dividends. The most famous of the American amusement complex was 
att Coney Island, outside New York. It was, however, untypical of most parks, although it 
subsequentlyy proved the model for a large number of future developments. In the first place, 
itit  was the product of the quite unusual circumstances of New York at the end of the 19th 
century.. As many commentators have remarked, the particular influx of immigrants from 
Europe,, the migration from agricultural depression and the rapid industrialisation of 
manufacturee produced overcrowded living conditions and a particular cultural mix which 
foundd expression in gregarious street life. In addition, the amusement complex at Coney 
Islandd was unique in being far larger than any other, and comprised a number of different 
parks,, none of which were owned by a tram or trolley company. One of the consequences of 
thiss was that electricity came relatively late to the parks, in 1897, and when it did it was not 
ass an economic strategy to sell surplus power at times of low industrial consumption, but as 
aa fully-integrated design feature. Special plants were installed to supply Dreamland and 
Lunaa Park. Due to electricity, the beach, which had formerly been a focus for city-dwellers 
seekingg pleasure, was overshadowed by the amusement parks and became secondary to the 
attractionss of the rides, the spectacle of the illuminations and the concessionary theatres and 
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vaudevillee acts. This technological alternative to nature produced distinct kinds of 
behaviourss that, although specific to the social conditions of New York, with its immigrant 
populationn of rootless people housed in unpleasant apartments, foreshadowed a trend in the 
wholee of American culture.216 

Thee amusements at Coney Island reflected a new contract with technology. In contrast to the 
controllingg environment of the world's fairs and even the picnic sites, Coney Island provided 
totallyy different kinds of space in which visitors were temporarily freed from the normative 
demandss of the city. The social imperatives of thrift, sexual propriety and cultured 
deportmentt were overturned by extravagant behaviour. The illuminated parks and the 
spectacularr rides gained it the reputation of an "Electric Eden". Unlike the world's fairs it 
eliminatedd all organic nature, save as a curiosity to be witnessed and an aphrodisiac effect 
too be enjoyed. Kasson argues that the white-knuckle rides, in particular, reversed the normal 
relationshipp with machines that manufacturing workers normally experienced. However, not 
onlyy was the work of manufacturing production turned into frivolous pleasure as he 
suggests,, but technology ceased to be the oppositional "other" of nature that encroached on 
dailyy life, instead it became the norm that had welcome effects on the body. 

Thee parks at Coney Island were designed with the world's fairs in mind, often containing 
directt references to them, as when Thompson and Dundy first advertised Luna Park as 
"anotherr world's fair". As Kasson suggests; "Designers of both Central Park and the 
Columbiann Exposition had sought to create environments that would ultimately reinforce 
existingg social structures and discipline public life."2'7 Frederick Thompson, the architect 
andd part owner of Luna Park, however, reversed the constraint and dignity of the White City 
byy declaring that in his park there would be no straight lines. Instead, there was an 
irresponsiblee eclecticism and a polychromatic pallet used to produce the artificial 
environmentt of a stage set, effectively detaching the technological excess of the exhibits 
fromm any nature beyond that of the individual body. Thompson and Dundy's Park was 
quicklyy surpassed by Dreamland in every particular. The scale of the exhibits, the quantity 
off  lighting and the grandeur of the buildings exceeded anything that had been previously 
built.. Dreamland's promoters, headed by a politician called William H Reynolds, also 
restoredd a certain architectural unity to its style and high cultural references in the set-piece 
displays.. However, the entertainment formula remained as it had for Luna Park; high culture 
wass mixed with the most frivolous and direct experience in which instruction and distraction 
co-existedd as a single experience. 

Thee amusement parks at Coney Island were a particularly metropolitan response to the 
naturall  world in that its binary other was a chaotic but coherent image of itself. Somewhere 
betweenn the world's fair and the Midway, the three main parks re-defined the environment 
inn which New Yorkers and the metropolitan American public understood technology. As 
middle-America,, steeped in a literature of pastoral nostalgia, was still coming to terms with 
whatt Leo Marx has described as, the "Machine in the Garden", Thompson and Dundy 
deliveredd a totally synthetic environment to the specifically metropolitan and international 
Neww Yorker which had no need of the natural world.218 The technology on display at 
amusementt parks provided another heuristic in which mental models and representations 
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couldd be linked in action. They were responses to the social and economic imperatives and 
expressionss of a particular population subject to the pressures of rapid expansion in 
metropolitann areas. Even in this apparently consumer-driven development, determined by 
variouss economic surpluses, technology was a site for the representation of philosophical 
doubts.. Amidst the hedonistic pleasures the parks offered, a serious debate about the 
determiningg effects of a technology-driven culture was rehearsed, both through their design 
andd through their interpretation of electricity. In response to accurate data gathered from 
dailyy returns, owners of amusement parks were able to interact with their patrons. The parks 
becamee one of the places where technology, with its attendant anxieties, was defined as a 
reasonablee alternative to the natural world at least in as far as it affected a mass audience. It 
wass a definition that did not go unchallenged, even by those whom patronised Coney Island. 
Justt as in Joseph Wright's painting, the stakes were raised as a rhetorical strategy. The re-
affirmationn of bodily experience was in direct proportion to the extravagance of the displays 
off  electricity, and this suggests that a new contract between technology and culture was still 
nott closed in the minds of ordinary people. The size of the immigrant population and the 
Americann investment in technology privileged heuristics, such as Coney Island, that 
rehearsedd the processes that in more stable and non- metropolitan communities were being 
conductedd through established social formations. 

Thee amusement park's value as a heuristic in which the mental models of ordinary people 
weree represented in specific engagements with technology was possible, most of all, 
becausee mass amusements of this kind produced new kinds of economic and customer 
managementt systems. The season was relatively short and daily, rather than monthly, returns 
weree necessary in order respond to public appetites quickly. This required new accounting 
andd audit systems that could detect changes in the popularity of attractions and invest or dis-
investt accordingly. In addition, strategies had to be devised that could manage the movement 
off  large numbers of customers quickly between rides, satisfying both the customers and the 
investor.. The management imperative of fast turn-over, matched with rides that could be 
accessedd quickly, gave entertainment to those queuing, and were short but thrilling enough 
too encourage a return visit. At their most sophisticated, the rides "epitomised the way 
amusementt parks industrialised pleasure, invested it with cultural values, packaged it as a 
commodity,, and sold it to consumers".219 To do this effectively, managers had to be alert and 
receptivee to the needs of their investor and their customers. From their beginnings in picnic 
grovess and islands of tranquillity by lakes and rivers, they became totally synthetic 
expressionss of public desires, moderated by the demands of a rapidly developing economy. 
Moree than the world's fairs, amusement park provided an interactive relationship between 
thee American public and the developing attitudes to technology. 

Conlusion n 
Thee quite distinct meanings given to technology that are evident in the uses of technological 
displayy in America and Britain, show how very different attitudes could surround similar 
artefacts.. There are obvious demographic and sociological explanations for this which 
shouldd deflect the simple observation that similar sets of practices can have quite different 
results.. Where in Britain technology was seen as the outcome of science intent on knowing 
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thee world, in America its was much more the consequence of the muscular individualism of 
aa nation set against a hostile nature. Ultimately, the artefacts and inventions in both 
communitiess bore a striking resemblance, since those charged with invention increasingly 
sharedd their stock books and habitual modes of problem-solving. Through the investment in 
publicationn essential to experimental science ideas and solutions circulated between 
professionalss and non-professional increasingly rapidly as the century closed, and the next 
chapterr will discuss these journals in order to show evidence of a progressive convergence 
ass the intellectual and experiential space where new technologies acquired mutual 
intelligibilit yy expanded internationally. 


